Infor SunSystems
Meet change with confidence
Your traditional financial management system locks
you in to rules, structures, and business models that
cannot evolve to meet changing needs. You
constantly have to work around its limitations. It is
time you got a solution that works the way you want
it to. One where you can meet change with
confidence and easily manage growth. That solution
is Infor SunSystems from LAKE.

Adapt to change without changing
Traditional finance systems are normally based on

SunSystems combines information from your

complex segmented account codes that are difficult

general, sales, purchase and user-defined ledger

to maintain and change. SunSystems is different. It

such as for projects, without having to wait for batch

mirrors your organisation's business structure in a

updates or reconciliations. You will be able to close

way that is easy to configure and extend.

your books faster, leading to lower costs and greater

Smart Transactions capture the detail you need up-

efficiency.

front. With Smart Transactions you can realign

Improve corporate performance

analysis and reporting to meet evolving business

Streamline reporting and planning cycles with a

needs and immediately see and report on any

single, integrated environment. Plus, make it easy for

change you make.

users and stakeholders to understand how your

With SunSystems you will be able to:
 Quickly incorporate new lines of business,

organisational changes and acquisitions
 Ensure measurements and key performance

indicators match the state of your business today
 Protect your investment for the future and limit

reliance on IT for business-level needs

business is performing with immediate reporting and
analysis. Decision-makers will get immediate access
to the integrated finance and operational information they need to better manage your business.
Increase information accuracy
Capture all the detail you need in the source system,
and get a clear, complete view of your business from
the very start. Finally, you can use spreadsheets as

Get the information you need... fast!

they were actually intended: to analyse the data in

With SunSystems you get fast, easy access to smart

your system, not as an alternative place to store it.

transactions that deliver not just data, but detailed

Because your financial information comes straight

information in a context that you define.

from the source, you can be confident it's accurate

Integrate information

and up to date.

Imagine having all your ledger data in one place.
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Grow in any market
Leverage our experience
Whether growth means new markets, acquisitions,
or products, you need to adapt and respond to
unique requirements with ease and speed. A
SunSystems solution from LAKE helps you improve
financial management, streamline processes and
implement more quickly... without breaking the
bank.
Built-in expertise. LAKE is a specialist provider of
financial management solutions based on Infor
SunSystems with more than 20 years experience
across a wide range of sectors.

“SunSystems has a number of advantages. Firstly, the

Our experience includes Colleges, Not-for-Profit,

flexible coding structure meets our needs now and can

Financial Services, Social Housing, Oil & Gas,

be easily adapted to meet future needs. Secondly,

Engineering, Retail and many more.

there is also a lot of flexibility in reporting; it is very

One solution for all your needs. Simplify system

easy to get information out. Thirdly, the unified ledger

management, streamline processes, and make your

offers efficiency in removing duplication of entries and

business less complex with one solution that brings

postings.”

everything together across different sites, countries,

Gwalia Housing

business units, companies, and corporate offices—

“SunSystems was chosen because of the complexity

and is flexible enough to handle their varying re-

of our current business, our growth aspirations and

quirements.

the fact that it is used by so many of our peers in the

Provide a consistent and auditable environment.

oil and gas sector.“

Comply with all statutory, audit, international and

President Energy

other regulatory requirements with built-in audit

“SunSystems provides strong currency management,

trails, alerts, and sophisticated data reconciliation.

user friendly software, dynamic reporting; dynamic

With SunSystems you will be able to handle simulta-

linkage to Excel, and all at a sensible price.”

neous financial reporting requirements and close

Vantage Capital Markets

your books faster.

“Reporting was a key reason for choosing

Customer Comment

SunSystems. You can slice and dice the information

The following reflect are some of the most common

as you see fit. And you don’t have to maintain long

reasons given for selecting SunSystems.

account codes to achieve the reporting you want.”

“It is the flexibility that we like. We know we can do
virtually anything that we want with it... report by
recruitment team, contract, contractor, client, week
or by internal business units”
Lorien Resourcing

Haberdashers' Aske’s Federation

Meet change with confidence
Take control now
Infor SunSystems is designed to support and reinforce
best practice in financial management. With
SunSystems you will be able to adapt to change
without changing, get the information you need when
you need it and grow in any market.

With SunSystems you get everything you need to:
 Easily accommodate change
 Manage the expected and unexpected
 Concentrate on your business without worrying

about systems
 Expand without having to add new systems

And SunSystems can be implemented quickly and

 Get up and running quickly in any market

easily, leading to fast return on investment and low

 Standardise financial management across

total cost of ownership. Furthermore, the solution can
be quickly adapted to support changes in financial
processes and business operations.

operations and countries
 Comply with multiple regulatory and reporting

requirements

Key Features
Analysis

Reporting

 Smart Transactions enable a greater depth of

 ad hoc or period end reporting can be com-

analysis and a simpler, more intuitive Chart of
Accounts
 You be able to realign reporting to meet evolv-

pleted in minutes
 Information can be produced in any form you

choose. It can be spreadsheets or pdf docu-

ing business needs and immediately report on

ments delivered via email, via self-service

any change you make

dashboards or your SharePoint Intranet

Integration

Adaptability

 Seamlessly connect financials to your other or-

 More than 9,000 customers

ganisational systems on premises or in the cloud
 Modernize your work environment and increase

 20+ years financial experience built in
 Mirrors how you do business

both efficiency and employee satisfaction with

 Powerful reporting tools

technologies like Mobility and Social Business

 Rapid return on investment

Complete Solution
Procurement

Sales

Performance

Get web-based, end-to-end

Control the complete business

Reduce financial planning time

procure-to-pay capabilities

process for receiving and

by up to 70% and get access to

that support centralised and

processing customer sales

information anytime, any-

decentralised purchasing,

orders, regardless of receipt

where with fully integrated

covering purchase requisi-

method, from invoice genera-

budgeting, planning, and

tions, orders, contracts, re-

tion and revenue recognition.

forecasting tools.

Reporting

Expenses

Collect

Automate the publication of

Cut the cost of processing

Thoroughly analyse debtor

reports and dashboards to

travel and expense reports by

days and cash flow to quickly

give every manager up-to-the-

up to 80%. Replace paper

identify offending debtors and

minute and personalised

forms with easy to use

track collections quickly and

access to key metrics. Produce

electronic documents and

easily.

reports and reporting packs in

workflow to streamline the

any number of formats in

process and provide full

minutes rather than days or

visibility of claims

ceipts, and invoice processing
and reconciliation.

weeks.

LAKE Implementation

LAKE Hosting

LAKE Support

LAKE consultants’ knowledge

LAKE Hosting solutions help

At LAKE we take the quality

of SunSystems and long

customers control costs and

and responsiveness of our

experience of its use is

keep to budgets. They provide

service extremely seriously, as

fundamental to the successful

consistent monthly IT and

it provides critical insurance

delivery of quality customer

software usage costs.

for our customers’ implemen-

solutions.

tations.
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